ABB Ability™ Condition Monitoring for drives
Release note 4.2.1

What’s new?

Language support
Condition Monitoring for drives portal supports Vietnamese (VI) language.

Event list
Users can filter events that occur while the drive is operating.

Support for imperial units
For drives set to imperial (US) units, the portal shows signal trend data in metric units.

Improvements in reliability and availability index
For the Reliability and Availability index shown in the portal, the index calculation will not consider the faults that occur during maintenance.

Changes in the MyABB portal
- Condition Monitoring for drives widget is removed in the MyABB portal.
- A link to Condition Monitoring for drives is added in the MyABB portal’s App menu.

Notes
- Use the latest version of Google Chrome browser for a better user interface experience.
- Features availability in Condition Monitoring for drives portal is based on the users contract.